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OCTOBER 3, 2022  

A 5th Grade Note 

Greetings Parents: 

To GOD Be The Glory!!!!  If you are ready this and we are typing this it is because of HIS Grace! As we sit here and 

think about the devastation Ian left behind and to think we were in the path but Ian took a different turn… But 

GOD!!! 

As you know, we were out for three days, which means we must hit the ground hard and we must hit it running. We 

are in this together and it is a triangular connection that will help our scholars succeed. The connection is scholars, 

parents and teachers with the most important of the triangular points being the scholars. No one point can take time 

off nor may any point make excuses. In order to grow, we understand that there will be growing pains. These pains 

in education are often academic growth, but trust is what is necessary.  

As we think on the word trust, we must recognize we are all in this together and that we, the teachers are with your 

babies all day. When we send things home it is generally like a prescription from the doctor. We are not doctors, but 

we are recommending tools to strengthen our scholars academically. Please know that the workload is a lot more in 

5th grade than it was in previous years and that this is the bridge year for middle school where things will increase 

in a major way.  

There is one more week before grades are due unless the district changes the deadline because of the storm. New 

assignments will count towards the overall grade and we will work in some additional work to aide in the black and white 

grade that will end up being reported.  

 

Ms. Gerorge  & Mr. Moore 
 

 



 

 

 

   

 
Hello Parents and Scholars!  

I hope you and your families were counted safe and 

sound during the uncertainty Hurricane Ian brought 
us. As a result of our brief hiatus, the material we 

were working on last week will continue into this 
week.  

We are wrapping up our unit on volume and 
geometry. We will begin Unit 3 in Math where we will 

explore Place Value and Number Relationships. 
Students will explore decimals in greater detail as well 

as compare and explore the relationships between 
multi-digit numbers with decimals. 

In Science we are continuing to explore the Nature of 
Science. We are learning about investigations and 

experiments and the difference between the two.  

News and Notes: 

1. This week is our Science Lab week at the Johnson 

on Tuesday. Please have scholars to school in a timely 

manner so they do not miss their trip. 

2. Home Learning :  

Thank you to all parents who have been signing and 

checking their scholars’ math homework for 
completion. The turn in rate is much improved. 

However, there are still some scholars who are not 
submitting homework at all. Please be reminded that 

a parent note is necessary to excuse late or 

unsubmitted homework.  

3. PE is on Friday, don’t forget to wear PE uniforms. 

4. It’s time to join the PTA! Please go to 

https://ymcatigeracademy.org/parents-
visitors/pta/ to sign up for Tiger PTA. 

Hello Parents & Scholars: 

GOD is Good!!! I am so thankful that I am here behind 

this computer typing a message for my reading scholars 
and parents. .  

Last week we missed time together due to Hurricane 

Ian being on the horizon. Fortunately we did not receive 

any of the storms wrath for the most part! Now that we 
are back, we must focus and work hard at securing the 

grade, but even moreso at growing our minds 
academicallly in the area of reading.  

As a reminder, we will begin officially holding parent 
conferences today. Times that are available are 7:20 

a.m. daily and 3:30 to 4:00 daily. These time frames 
ensure seeing both teachers & 4:00 to 4:45 for Mr. 

Moore alone. Please schedule a meeting and we would 
like our scholar to be present as well.  

This week we will be picking back up with the new 
curriculum and work hard on writing development. 

Parents, I am asking for your support. You will see a lot 
of work, especially depending on where your scholar fall 

on the diagnosis chart. Meaning that I am dedicated 

this year to prescribed work or home learning that is 
fixated on the needs of the child. In order for this to be 

successful and for your child to grow it is imperative 
that you treat home learning like a presciption received 

from the doctor when you child has an ailment. Your 

scholar needs you to ensure that the medicine is taken, 
it is no different with the prescription for academic 

growth. It must be enforced. The grades are indicative 
of what are scholars are not doing. Sadly it isn’t even a 

lack of understanding. It is a lack of attempting to do 
both in class and at home. I can control in class with 

your help, but this group collectively needs to be 

remindined of why they are in school. At home, I just 
need you to enforce the class learning. 

  

 
“It’s easier to build strong children than it is to repair broken men.” – Frederick Douglas 
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https://sites.google.com/ymcatigeracade

my.org/5th-grade-tiger/home 

Mr. Moore (904) 536-0031 

Ms. George (904) 351-8475 

emmoore@fcymca.org  
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